GOSTAR is the largest manually curated online Structure Activity Relationship database. GOSTAR assists in accelerating drug discovery and development programs by providing insights on preclinical, clinical, toxicity, pharmacodynamics, and pharmacokinetics properties of small molecules from patents, selected journals, and other publicly available literature sources.
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Accelerate your Drug Discovery process with GOSTAR

GOSTARS’ DNA

Discovery compounds
Compounds curated from journals and patents

Clinical compounds
Compounds that have crossed the IND phase and either are or were in the clinical phase

Launched drugs
Contains information on clinical trials and study design of launched drugs

Benefits of GOSTAR

- Relational database contains comprehensive results showing SAR data from different references in a single window
- Analytical tools assist in target validation, off-target analysis, lead optimization, scaffold hopping etc.
- Use the extendable/scalable schema to integrate with other related databases
- Competitive intelligence with respect to compounds, targets, indications, markets, sponsors, collaborators, etc.
- Monthly updates & on-demand training sessions

Visit the website

www.excelra.com | www.gostardb.com | Email: sales@excelra.com